
TURBO CREO SL



IT’S JULIAN, ONLY FASTER



THIS IS THE FUTURE OF 
PERFORMANCE ROAD 

We’re going to flatten your climbs. We’re going to make 
you laugh at headwinds, ride farther, and go faster than 
you ever imagined. That’s what our first Turbo road bike 
is all about. Because, let’s be honest, riding faster is just 
more fun. Turbo Creo SL—It’s You, Only Faster.



SO LIGHT YOU’LL FORGET
IT’S ELECTRIC

The Turbo Creo SL isn’t just the lightest e-bike in 
its class, it’s literally kilograms lighter than the 
competition at just 12.2kg for the S-Works Creo SL. 
We made the frame out of our FACT 11r carbon, and 
we designed it to handle like a Tarmac to inspire 
dancing on the pedals and diving into corners. And 
with the Future Shock 2.0, and its adjustable damper, 
we suspend you, not the bike to deliver more control, 
confidence, and comfort. 



SMOOTH. QUIET. POWERFUL. 

We launched Turbo seven years ago, and since then, 
we’ve been relentless in our pursuit of the perfect 
e-bike—bikes that feel like you, only faster. Since 
there wasn’t a motor and system on the market for 
a performance road bike that we were satisfied with, 
we developed our own. Designed in California and 
engineered in Switzerland (the heart of the e-bike 
revolution), the new Specialized SL 1.1 represents the 
ideal performance e-road bike motor. It’s based on a 
decade of research, development, and ride testing, 
and it features the perfect combination of power, 
weight, size, range, and ride quality, so it delivers the 
consistent power in the natural cadence that riders 
need. In order to build a performance e-road bike, all 
of these features needed to come together to deliver a 
true performance road bike experience. 

Ultralight and whisper quiet, the Specialized SL 1.1 
motor doubles your effort with silky smooth power 
delivery—power that feels like it’s straight from your 
legs. No unnatural power curve, lurching, or motor 
jumps. It delivers up to 240 watts of power that are 
in sync with your cadence all the way to 28 mph for 
real-world road riding. And when you want to pedal 
unassisted, there’s no drag holding you back.

SPECIALIZED SL 1.1 MOTOR
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UNBEATABLE RANGE

With up to 80 miles of range from the internal battery 
alone, the Turbo Creo SL lets you enjoy the power, not 
worry about the range. Our Range Extender, included 
with the S-Works build and available aftermarket on 
other models, provides up to 40 additional miles of 
mountain-flattening power. The internal battery offers 
320Wh, while the Range Extender is a 160Wh battery. 
The Turbo Creo SL’s internal battery can be charged 
in as little as 2 hours and 35 minutes. Every rider and 
every ride are different, so we created a Turbo Creo SL 
Range Calculator to help you determine exactly how 
far you ride. 



POWER PERSONALIZED 

Our Mission Control app has logged millions of miles 
because it offers an intuitive and seamless way to 
unleash your Turbo. This is a ride app you’ll actually 
use. Each of the motor’s three assisted riding modes 
can be tuned almost infinitely for both peak and 
sustained power delivery. Mission Control can even 
manage battery power automatically with Smart 
Control. Just tell it how far or how long you want to 
ride, and it will ensure you have the battery power to 
get there. It can record your ride, send it to third-party 
apps, and it even has an integrated power meter that 
can send your power numbers to an ANT+ head unit. 
While seamless connectivity comes standard with the 
Creo SL, connecting with Mission Control is always 
optional. The Turbo Connect Unit on the top tube gives 
you all the control you need to ride.



IT’S ALI, ONLY FASTER

Our Turbo Creo SL EVO build takes the bike’s 
revolutionary e-road performance and creates 
incredible new opportunities for adventure and 
exploration. This versatile build adds 38mm Pathfinder 
tires, flared Adventure Gear Hover bars, and a dropper 
post for long gravel rides, bikepacking, and venturing 
into the unknown.



FOUNDER’S EDITION

The Turbo Creo SL ushers in the era of the performance 
e-road bike, and our S-Works Creo SL Founder’s Edition 
celebrates this with an incredible build at just 11.9kg. 
A host of special touches, including gold foil graphics, 
a numbered Founder’s Edition plaque on the chainstay, 
and a custom Founder’s Edition SL Kit make this very 
limited-edition bike an instant classic. 



S-WORKS TURBO CREO SL    TURBO CREO SL EXPERT EVO

TURBO CREO SL EXPERT    S-WORKS TURBO CREO SL
FOUNDER’S EDITION

Like all of our S-Works bikes, the S-Works Turbo 
Creo SL is our pinnacle build. The FACT 11r chassis 
and Future Shock 2.0 with damper is dressed with 
a 1x build that includes Shimano Dura-Ace Di2, an 
XTR rear derailleur, and an 11-42t cassette for an 
incredible gear range. It rolls on Roval CLX 50 Disc 
carbon wheels and 28mm S-Works Turbo tires, and 
it’s finished with S-Works Carbon Hover bars, an 
S-Works Future Stem, and a Body Geometry S-Works 
Power saddle. We’re throwing a range extender in too, 
because you’re never going to want to stop riding.

The Turbo Creo SL Expert EVO uses the same FACT 11r 
carbon chassis and Future Shock 2.0 with damper as 
our S-Works and Expert models, but with an adventure-
ready build. A 1x Shimano Ultegra Di2 group with an 
XT rear derailleur and an 11-42t cassette get gravel 
chops, with 38mm Pathfinder Pro 2Bliss Ready tires 
being spec’d on Roval C 38 Disc wheels. Specialized 
Adventure Gear bars with 12 degrees of flare, a Future 
Stem Pro, and Body Geometry Power Sport add control 
to this versatile package.

The Turbo Creo SL Expert features our FACT 11r 
carbon chassis and Future Shock 2.0 with damper. A 
1x Shimano Ultegra Di2 build with XT rear derailleur 
and an 11-42t cassette complement the Roval C 
38 Disc carbon wheels and Turbo Pro 28mm tires. 
Meanwhile, a Specialized Future Stem Pro, alloy 
Expert Hover bars, and a Body Geometry Power Sport 
saddle handle cockpit duties.

The Founder’s Edition Turbo Creo SL starts with our 
S-Works build, but it drops to 11.9kg with a special, 
lightweight spec including S-Works Short and Shallow 
bars, S-Works Turbo Cotton 28mm tires, an 11-40t 
XTR cassette, and oversized CeramicSpeed pulley 
wheels. Gold foil logos complement gold anodized 
bolt-on thru-axles, a GPS mount, and pulley wheels 
with a custom Body Geometry S-Works Power saddle 
with matching gold highlights. To complete this 
exclusive bike, we’re including a custom Founder’s 
Edition Specialized SL kit. Only 250 Founder’s Edition 
Turbo Creo SLs will ever be made. 



WHEN CAN RIDERS GET A TURBO CREO SL?
The Turbo Creo SL will launch globally on July 16th, but only be available in nine markets initially—USA, Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland, Italy, France, Spain, UK, and the Netherlands—with availability globally in October. Our Founder’s Edition, 
however, will be available for preorder globally on July 16th.

WHAT WERE THE MAIN GOALS WHEN DEVELOPING THE SPECIALIZED SL1.1 MOTOR AND BATTERY SYSTEM?
The new Specialized SL 1.1 motor represents the ideal performance e-road bike motor, based on a decade of research, 
development, and ride testing. It features the perfect combination of power, weight, size, range, and ride quality. In order 
to build a performance e-road bike, all of these features needed to come together to deliver a true performance road bike 
experience. 

HOW MUCH DOES THE MOTOR WEIGH? 
At just 1.95kg, the SL 1.1 Motor is essentially half the weight of other crank-based motors. To help achieve this light 
overall weight, the motor casing is made of magnesium. 

HOW MUCH POWER DOES THE NEW MOTOR OUTPUT?
Our SL1.1 motor amplifies rider power up to 240 watts and 35Nm of both peak and sustained power. We tuned our motor 
to deliver constant, strong support across a wide cadence range for a very natural feel while pedaling.

 
HOW MANY RIDING MODES ARE THERE AND HOW MUCH ASSIST DO THEY OFFER?

There are three assisted riding modes: ECO, SPORT, and TURBO. ECO matches your effort up to 30% of the motor’s 
power, SPORT matches your effort up to 60% of the motor’s power, and TURBO matches your effort to 100% of the motor’s 
power—or 240watts. All three assist modes can be tuned almost infinitely to personalize power levels via our Mission 
Control App. There is also an unassisted riding mode when no power from the motor is desired.

 
DO ALL THE MODELS HAVE THE SAME RANGE? WHAT IS IT?

Yes. All models use the same Specialized SL1.1 motor and 320Wh internal battery. Range varies with use, but you can expect 
up to 130 kilometers (80 miles) of range using ECO mode. With a Range Extender (included with the S-Works and Founder’s 
Edition models and available aftermarket on other models) another 65 kilometers (40 miles) of range can be added.

IS A RANGE EXTENDER INCLUDED WITH EVERY TURBO CREO SL?
The 160Wh Range Extender comes standard with the S-works and two Range Extenders are included on the Founder’s 
Edition models. For other models, the Range Extender (adding another 65 kilometers / 40 miles of riding) will be available 
aftermarket and is the perfect tool to extend your Turbo Creo SL rides even farther.

HOW DOES THE RANGE EXTENDER ATTACH TO THE TURBO CREO SL?
While the Range Extender fits in a normal water bottle cage, we recommend using the Specialized Z-Cage along with the 
included band for increased security—especially on rougher terrain.
  

WHAT IMPACTS THE RANGE AND HOW CAN I GET THE MOST DISTANCE POSSIBLE?
There are many variables that influence range. The rider’s weight, fitness, and position on the bike, as well as the 
bike build, bike weight, tire choice, and tire pressure all impact range. Several environmental influences, such as road 
conditions, elevation, and weather can impact range as well. The less motor support you require, the longer the battery 
will last. Riding in ECO mode will generally provide the longest battery life. Our Turbo Range Calculator helps riders 
predict the range they can expect given certain key metrics.

WHAT MAKES THE TURBO CREO SL SO MUCH LIGHTER THAN THE OTHER BOTTOM-BRACKET-BASED E-ROAD BIKES?
The Turbo Creo SL’s FACT 11r carbon frame combines with the lightweight SL1.1 motor, a magnesium housing, a battery 
integrated into the frame, and thoughtful builds to create the lightest production e-road bike with a bottom bracket motor 
in the world.

WHAT IS THE TURBO CREO SL’S Q-FACTOR?
The Turbo Creo SL’s Q-Factor (the distance between crankarms) is 181mm.   

HOW MUCH TIRE CLEARANCE DOES THE TURBO CREO SL HAVE?
The Turbo Creo SL has clearance for 42mm tires with 700C rims. With fenders, there’s still clearance for 38mm tires.

CAN I USE 650B WHEELS WITH THE TURBO CREO SL?
Yes. The Turbo Creo SL is compatible with 650b wheels and up to a 47mm tire. Keep in mind the Turbo Creo SL uses 
12x110mm front hub spacing and 12x148mm rear spacing.

 
IS THE TURBO CREO SL EXPERT EVO A DIFFERENT FRAME?

No, it’s the same FACT 11r frame and fork as the other Turbo Creo SL Carbon models, just with an adventure-ready build.

CAN THE TURBO CREO SL’S FIRMWARE BE UPDATED?
The Turbo Creo SL firmware can easily be updated at your local Turbo dealer through Turbo Studio, our retailer 
service platform. Once connected, the bike automatically checks for the latest software versions available and 
installs them if needed.

 
HOW MUCH MOTOR TUNING ABILITY DOES THE MISSION CONTROL APP HAVE?

With the Mission Control App, you can tune the level of assist almost infinitely (both peak power and sustained assistance) 
for each of the three ride assist levels: ECO, SPORT, and TURBO. Our Mission Control App allows you to fully customize 
your Turbo Creo SL motor to your personal needs and riding preferences. Of course, we only allow the rider to tune the 
motor and its behavior within the given speed limits in their respective country. We do not allow riders to tune the motor 
beyond the legally allowed speed setting. 

HOW DOES SMART CONTROL WORK?
Using the Smart Control feature of our Mission Control App enables you to enter how far, or how long, you want to ride, as 
well as how much battery you would like to have left at the end of your ride. Smart Control then takes care of all battery 
management to reach those targets. It does this with a smart algorithm that checks the bike’s status every 10 seconds. 
Keep in mind, with Smart Control initiated on the app, assistance modes cannot be altered via the TCU on the bike’s top 
tube. Riding with no assistance means you’re not getting any motor support, but that the system is still on and recording/
sharing data to display on apps or ANT+ enabled devices.

 
HOW DOES THE TURBO CONTROL UNIT ON THE BIKE’S TOP TUBE WORK?

The Turbo Control Unit has two buttons and a battery level display. The bottom button is used to turn the bike on, while 
the top button is used to select one of the three assistance levels—or to ride with no assistance. Quickly push the button 
to cycle through different modes—1/3 blue circle is ECO, 2/3 blue circle is SPORT, and full blue circle is TURBO. Press and 
hold the button until all blue lights turn off to ride with no assistance. 

CAN THE TURBO CREO SL USE A 2X FRONT CRANK?
No. The SL1 motor is only designed for a 1x setup. Simplicity is key for us. The motor and the wide 1x drivetrain provide 
plenty of range for all kinds of riders.

HOW MANY SIZES ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE TURBO CREO SL?
The Turbo Creo SL comes in six sizes: XS, SM, MD, LG, XL, and XXL. These sizes are equivalent to 49, 52, 54, 56, 58, and 
61cm frames.

WHAT TYPE OF GEOMETRY DOES THE TURBO CREO SL HAVE? 
All Turbo Creo SL’s have our Open Road geometry to provide nimble handling with stable steering and confidence at 
speed. This also gives the Turbo Creo SL much of its versatility, ably transitioning from a twisting road descent to a 
long gravel road. 

 

FAQ



FAQ HOW IS THE TURBO CREO SL CHARGED?
Included with every Turbo Creo SL is a Specialized 48V charger that plugs into a port on the bike’s seat tube, just above 
the bottom bracket. The Range Extender is charged with the same charger. After plugging in your charger, it will take 
five seconds for the TCU to light-up and indicate charging. When all blue bars are illuminated, the bike is fully charged. A 
green LED on the charger indicates “standby,” while a steady red light indicates “charging.” S-Works bikes and Founder’s 
Edition bikes will ship with a “Y” cable that allows both to be charged simultaneously. 

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO CHARGE THE TURBO CREO SL?
You can expect your Turbo Creo SL’s internal battery to charge from 3% to 100% in approximately 2 hours and 35 minutes. 
A Range Extender will charge from 3% to 100% in approximately 3 hours and 20 minutes. Both the internal and Range 
Extender batteries will charge from 3% to 100% in approximately 3 hours 20 minutes with a “Y” cable. 

CAN THE INTERNAL BATTERY BE REMOVED FOR CHARGING?
The Turbo Creo SL’s internal battery is fully integrated into the frame. It is intended to be charged in the frame. In 
order to get the battery out of the frame, you need to remove the motor first. It’s this kind of integration that allows 
the Turbo Creo SL to be so light.

If you want to fly with your Turbo Creo SL, the internal battery needs to be removed. You can carry a Range Extender 
in your carryon and when you arrive at your location, you can ride the Turbo Creo SL with just the Range Extender. 

WHAT HAPPENS IF THE BATTERY FALLS BELOW 20%? 
When the battery falls below 20% charge, the Turbo Creo SL will automatically enter ECO mode to preserve the remaining 
battery life. At this point, the riding modes cannot be changed until the battery has been recharged. 

WHEN A RANGE EXTENDER IS USED, WHICH BATTERY IS USED FIRST? THE RANGE EXTENDER OR THE INTERNAL? 
When using a Range Extender, the default setting is for the Range Extender and Internal Battery to be drained 
simultaneously. By using Mission Control, however, the protocol can be changed to drain the Range Extender first. 



S-WORKS 7 ROAD SHOES 

SL RACE BIBS 

SL AIR JERSEY 

What makes the perfect cycling shoes? Is it exceptional power 
transfer? Superior Comfort? Undeniable style? The simple answer 
is “yes” to all of the above. With the S-Works 7 Road, you get shoes 
with no compromises.

It’s been a lengthy process, but we’re happy to say that the SL Race 
Bib Shorts check all the right boxes. The Body Geometry Contour 3D 
Chamois is contoured to perfectly match the curvature of your body, 
all while being soft and supportive. The other part of the comfort 
equation is the extremely stretchy, soft bib straps paired with a soft 
four-way stretch fabric. On the performance side, the same four-
way stretch fabric also features plenty of compression for long days 
in the saddle.

Whether you’re an avid racer or a weekend warrior that puts 
countless hours in the saddle, you’re likely to clock tons of hours in 
high temperatures. For these days, we’ve developed the SL Air Jersey 
to keep you cool and to protect you from the sun’s harmful UV rays.

WHAT TO WEAR ON YOUR 
TURBO CREO SL



S-WORKS RECON SHOES 

RBX BIB SHORTS

RBX JERSEY WITH SWAT™ 

Exceptional power transfer? Check. Gram-counter approved? 
Check. Undeniable style? You got it. With the S-Works Recon shoes, 
you get off-road shoes that are ready for any kind of adventure, 
whether it’s gravel, cyclocross, or XC racing.

The new RBX bib shorts, for men and women, feature an open 
suspender fit and bib construction that’s engineered to keep the 
shorts up and in-place without constricting the upper body. The 
stretchy elastic suspenders are uber plush and soft against the skin, 
with a non-stretch, sail cloth center back panel that’s laser-cut for 
breathability and anchors the back of the shorts for added stability. Our 
new Body Geometry Contour chamois, available in both men’s- and 
women’s-specific versions, also adds unrivaled comfort by minimizing 
its total footprint and keeping only what’s structurally necessary.  

The RBX Jersey with SWAT™ (available in both men’s and women’s 
cuts) is made from our VaporRize™ knit fabrics that place a focus on 
balancing durability and moisture management, which means that 
you get a jersey that’ll be long-lasting and comfortable over the long 
road ahead. Our Regular Fit hits the sweet spot in between race and 
classic, so it’s perfect for long, all-out rides, yet it’s roomy enough 
to avoid any pinching or the feeling of being constricted in your 
movements. There are also three rear expansion pockets to house 
all of your small ride essentials, plus additional side panel pockets 
and a hidden zipper pocket.

WHAT TO WEAR ON YOUR 
TURBO CREO SL EXPERT EVO



S-WORKS PREVAIL II WITH ANGI 

ROAD TALL SOCKS 

DEFLECT™ JACKET 

The S-Works Prevail II is the most complete lightweight race helmet 
we’ve ever made—perfect for hot, mountainous rides and flat, windy 
sections alike. Our new ANGi Crash Sensor gives you and your loved 
ones peace of mind like never before. When combined with our 
iOS or Android app, the sensor will detect a crash and send a text 
message to the specified contacts in your phone.

Your feet deserve the best, and when it comes to socks, there’s no 
better way to treat them than with a pair of our Road Socks. They’re 
constructed from Meryl® Skinlife yarns that fight odor with silver 
ions, all while transferring moisture like the best in the business. And 
while this leaves the foot feeling dry and cool, we took things a step 
further by incorporating a ventilating mesh channel around the toes.

Our goal was to give you everything you need without sounding like 
a flag in the breeze. We engineered a stretch fabric that conforms to 
your body, providing a quiet ride, while providing wind resistance. To 
resist spray, we treat the front panel fabric with a durable, water-
repellant coating, while also leaving the back panel fabric untreated 
to increase breathability. The jacket balls up into a fist-sized ball.

FINISH YOUR KIT






